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Abstract
In pursuit of making urban traffic more sustainable and efficient, micromobility vehicles can be a possibility for extending
public local transport. To solve some of the problems of the currently widespread rental e-scooters, a partially autonomous
solution is being considered. The autonomy is intended only for redistribution and independent charging. For autonomous
operation, a stable vehicle is necessary, which leads to the extension to three wheels. The resulting increased complexity
of the steering will be addressed in this article. The relevant chassis characteristics will be discussed, and on this basis, an
optimization of a novel steering mechanism will be performed.

1 Introduction
Due to increasing urbanization, urban mobility concepts
are facing significant challenges [1]. The infrastructure is
not designed for current demands, and in most European
cities, it cannot be structurally modified to meet today’s
needs. To find a solution, a greater expansion of public
transportation is essential. However, this often fails to ful-
ly meet individual needs, as public transit cannot cover the
start and end points for every individual. In recent years,
the micromobility concept of e-scooters has emerged as a
solution in many major cities, where they are distributed
throughout the city and can be booked via an app. Yet,
this solution introduces its own set of problems. The dis-
tribution of vehicles does not meet demand, currently com-
pensated for by an oversupply. Vehicles with low battery
levels are manually collected, charged, and redistributed,
which, aside from requiring significant labor, also worsens
the CO2 footprint of the vehicles [2]. Additional issues ari-
se from users who leave the vehicles in inconvenient lo-
cations, thereby blocking driveways, bike paths, stairs, etc.
The vehicles are also subject to vandalism, which in some
cases can cause extensive ecological damage.

1.1 Semi-Autonomous Micromobility Ve-
hicles

A potential solution to these issues could be semi-
autonomous micromobility vehicles [3]. These vehicles are
designed to be operated like conventional e-scooters but
can also move independently. This allows for a demand-
driven distribution within the urban area, eliminating the
need for an oversupply. Additionally, it enables the vehic-
les to autonomously travel to charging stations, clear pa-
thways if they have been left in inconvenient locations, and
partly disappear from the cityscape outside peak usage ti-
mes, which also helps to reduce vandalism.

1.2 Vehicle requirements
The semi-autonomy requires a stable platform; hence the
concept includes a front axle with two unpowered wheels
and one powered rear wheel. To ensure ride comfort and
safety, the front wheels are equipped with suspension. This
introduces a level of complexity to the chassis that necessi-
tates a specific steering design. Additionally, a novel stee-
ring concept is to be integrated, which allows not only the
conventional rotation of the handlebar but also a tilting mo-
tion to control the steering.

2 Vehicle Suspension
For optimizing steering parameters, we have to discuss the
vehicles wheel suspension parameters. In this case we ha-
ve a double wishbone suspension that is usually defined
like seen in Figure 1. All mentioned parameters and how
they have been altered for the simplified suspension of the
scooter are listed below. The final setup that is used for the
optimization can be seen in Figure 2.

Figure 1 Standard parameters of a wheel suspension defined by
Matschinsky[4]. Graphic based on [5].

Camber Angle εV : Camber angle is used to increase the
tire contact area of the leading wheel (outer wheel relative
to the curve) while cornering. Since our scooter has wheels
with a much narrower contact patch than a car and therefo-
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re has arguably no loss in contact area while cornering, the
camber angle has been set to zero.

Kingpin Inclination σ : With kingpin inclination the ve-
hicle is lifted according to the wheel steering angle. Since
the vehicles mass is working against the lift of the steering,
the vehicle automatically pulls straight with no steering
input. Mainly for simplifying the geometry, the kingpin
inclination has also been set to zero.

Caster Angle τ: When the caster angle is positive, mea-
ning the top of the steering axis is tilted towards the rear
of the vehicle, it creates a situation where the steering axis
intersects the ground ahead of the contact point of the ti-
re. As the vehicle moves forward, the force of the ground
on the tire generates a torque around the steering axis due
to this offset. This torque rotates the wheels back to their
straight-ahead position. For our scooter the caster angle
has been set to zero.

Scrub Radius r0: The scrub radius acts as a lever arm on
which bumps can act on to affect the steering wheel feed-
back. Therefore, it mainly affects handling characteristics
and driver’s comfort. Since the kingpin inclination is zero
the scrub radius is restricted by the wheel itself. It has been
designed to be as small as physically possible.

Figure 2 Parameters of the scooters suspension in rear view on
the left and side view on the right. Note: For a clearer representa-
tion of all parts, the wishbone struts were not shown overlapping
on the rear view.

Both front wheels have a shock absorber that is mounted on
the lower wishbone and goes through the upper wishbone
to its mounting point as shown in Figure 3. The steering
optimization is done with the shock absorber 30 % com-
pressed.

Figure 3 Suspension setup in rear view, with shock absorber
with 30 % sag.

3 Vehicle Steering Mechanism
The steering mechanism is designed to be either used by
tilting the steering bar around an axis parallel to the vehic-
le’s x-axis or by rotating the steering bar around its z-axis.
With adding the steering by tilting to the vehicle, it gains
the ability to be steered by leaning into curves while the
rotation can still achieve higher wheel angles to achieve a
sufficient turning circle for autonomous operation on side-
walks. To clarify how both steering modes work, left side
of Figure 4 shows the conventional steering by turning the
handle bar by θz = 10 ◦ while the right sight shows steering
by tilting the handle bar by θx = 10 ◦.

Figure 4 Left side: Steering by rotating the handle bar in top
view.
Right side: Steering by tilting the handle bar in rear view.

A rendered image of all parts in a position where both stee-
ring modes are actuated and all joints have their respective
degrees of freedom visualized can be seen in Figure 5.

Figure 5 Rendering of the current vehicle setup with all Stee-
ring related parts labeled. The degrees of freedom of all joints are
visualized.
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4 Evaluation criteria for steering
mechanisms

For an optimization we need criteria that are measurable
and not a matter of own preference. We picked the turning
circle and the ackermann condition to optimize the steering
parameters.

4.1 Ackermann Condition
The Ackermann condition (or Ackermann steering geome-
try) pertains to the ideal steering design that allows the
inner and outer wheels to turn at the appropriate angles
during a turn. According to the Ackermann principle, in
a turn, the inner wheel needs to turn at a sharper angle than
the outer wheel because it has a smaller radius to cover.
This principle reduces tire slip and wear during turns, im-
proving handling and efficiency [6]. The Ackermann con-
dition is met when the extensions of the front wheels’ axes
intersect at the rear axle as seen in Figure 6. If the intersec-
tion point is, for example, behind it, the minimum distance
to the rear axle is defined as the Ackermann error errA. To
obtain a value that is comparable across different vehicle
lengths, the ratio is given relative to the vehicle’s wheelba-
se. Therefore a steering mechanism that meets the acker-
mann condition perfectly is defined as 100 % Ackermann
and parallel steering is defined as 0 % Ackermann:

ratA =

(
T

T + errA

)
·100 (1)

Figure 6 Vehicle in top view with depiction of the Ackermann
error.

4.2 Turning Radius
The turning radius is a critical measure of a vehicle’s ma-
neuverability. It refers to the smallest circular turn (or the
smallest U-turn) that the vehicle can make. A smaller tur-
ning radius indicates better maneuverability, allowing the
vehicle to navigate tight spaces more effectively. It’s a par-
ticularly important measure for vehicles intended for urban
environments, where narrow streets are common. The tur-
ning radius is defined as following:

rT =
T

sinδo
(2)

5 Optimization
The main objective is to minimize the Ackermann error. As
the actual calculation of errA is very long and purely geo-
metrical, it is not presented in detail. The optimization is
run over steering input angles that have been presumed to
be the range that is used in such vehicles, currently there is
no close match to compare to and this might have to be ad-
apted at a later stage of development. The constriction on
the steering mechanism parts result from design space limi-
tations for example a steering rod longer than w0/2 would
collide with the wheel.

min
θx,θz

errA(θx,θz) (3)

s.t. 0◦ ≤ θx ≤ 10◦ (4)
0◦ ≤ θz ≤ 35◦ (5)
Steeringrod < w0/2 (6)
100mm ≤ Steeringlever ≤ 250mm (7)
20mm ≤ SteeringarmrotX ≤ 100mm (8)
50mm ≤ SteeringarmrotZ ≤ 150mm (9)
rT ≤ 2600mm (10)

Since the steering mechanism is designed in a way that it
will inevitably reach a singularity it has to be checked if the
singularity occurs in the predefined range of motion.
For the Optimization the programming language Julia [7] is
used. The Optimization problem is formulated in the mo-
deling language for mathematical optimization JuMP [8],
using the Interiot Point optimizer [9].

6 Result
In our selected vehicle configuration and within the defi-
ned optimization constraints, we have identified an opti-
mal solution characterized by an absolute Ackermann error
of less than 700 mm. This performance metric was obser-
ved across steering inputs ranging from θz = 0◦ to 35◦ and
θx = 0◦ to 10◦, as depicted in Figure 7. Furthermore, the
relative Ackermann error across these specified angles is
detailed in Figure 8. Analysis of both figures reveals that
the largest Ackermann error occurs near a steering input of
0◦, whereas optimal steering performance is achieved wi-
thin the 5◦ to 20◦ range for θz. Within this interval, the stee-
ring input θx significantly influences the Ackermann error.
Conversely, outside this range, variations in θx appear to
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exert negligible impact on steering accuracy.

Figure 7 Absolute Ackermann error over input steering angles
θx and θy.

Figure 8 Relative Ackermann error in % over input steering
angles θx and θy.

To more closely investigate the regions exhibiting larger
Ackermann errors, we analyzed the angles of the inner (δi)
and outer (δo) wheels relative to the optimal angle accor-
ding to the Ackermann condition (δa). Consistent with pre-
vious observations, the steering input θx exerts a negligi-
ble influence on areas with heightened Ackermann error.
Consequently, we explored a plot showcasing δi, δo, and δa
across a range of θz = 0◦ to 35◦, at fixed θx = 0◦ (Figure
9) and θx = 10◦ (Figure 10). This analysis revealed that
the absolute error in wheel angle remains minimal at lower

steering inputs and begins to increase noticeably beyond
a steering input of θz = 25◦. Thus, we infer that the most
significant impact on tire wear and handling occurs at hig-
her wheel angles, typically associated with lower speeds,
suggesting that such effects should be less perceptible.

Figure 9 Steering angle of inner wheel δi with optimal angle of
outer wheel δa and real angle of optimized geometry δo over θz
from 0° to 35° at θx = 0.

Figure 10 Steering angle of inner wheel δi with optimal angle
of outer wheel δa and real angle of optimized geometry δo over
θz from 0° to 35° at θx = 10.

A critical aspect of assessing steering geometry is ensuring
that wheel angles are increasing strictly monotonically with
respect to increases in either steering input. The adherence
of our optimized parameter set to this criterion is illustra-
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ted in Figure 11, where the resultant steering angle of the
inner wheel (δi) is plotted as a function of both θx and θz.
Notably, this plot also highlights the maximum wheel an-
gle, correlating to a turning radius of 2.551 m.

Figure 11 Resulting steering angle δi of optimized geometry.

7 Conclusion
A new steering mechanism specialized for semi-
autonomous micromobility vehicles has been developed,
with a focus on optimizing parameters to closely align
with the Ackermann condition. The optimization efforts
have led to promising results, demonstrating that the stee-
ring mechanism consistently achieves over 65% Acker-
mann compliance across all steering angles, indicating a
high level of performance in various driving scenarios.
This performance is noteworthy, especially considering the
challenges in making direct comparisons due to the unique
size of the vehicles in question. For context, a study by
Veneri et al. [6] comparing different steering geometries
in race cars found Ackermann ratios ranging from 30% to
50%.

8 Future Work
The subsequent phase involves conducting tests on a ve-
hicle prototype equipped with the newly developed steering
mechanism. This step is crucial for gaining a deeper insight
into the impact of specific steering and wheel suspension
configurations on this vehicle type, and to determine the
perceptibility and relevance of these effects. Additionally,
the interaction between road feedback and the steering me-
chanism will be thoroughly evaluated.
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